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Corporate citizenship broadly refers to responsibilities of businesses toward society, beyond the profit maximization objective, and their role in social welfare and development. India was the first country to statutorily mandate CSR spending for corporates satisfying certain criteria with respect to net worth, revenue and profits. ESG initiatives have now become key factors in determining long-term value creation for corporates. While CSR programs by corporates are beneficial for the society, they also help corporates build a positive image in the community and garner acceptability for the products and services offered by them.

Corporate activities have an impact on the society, environment and their stakeholders. It is therefore not only important for corporates to conduct their day-to-day business activities responsibly but also contribute towards the well-being of society and environment in which they operate. The stakeholders of the company, including employees and shareholders, play a vital role in steering the company towards responsible and ethical ways of conducting businesses and working towards sustainability as well as the greater benefit of the community.

CSR is integral to being a good corporate citizen. CSR helps businesses to strengthen public trust, build employee morale and improve relations with their stakeholders. Investing in long-term progressive development of the society will not only benefit the community the company serves but also benefit the company in terms of its reputation and brand and sustainable long-term growth.

The crucial question, however, is whether the corporates have successfully measured up to the expectations in fulfilling their role as a corporate citizen. Answering this question also needs some thought on the alignment of the responsibilities to stakeholders—shareholders on one side and the broader society on the other.

In this context, NSE, jointly with Excellence Enablers - a corporate governance advisory firm, had organized a webinar on “Corporate Citizenship: Expectation and Reality” – the sixth dialogue in the series of Corporate Governance Webinars on February 24th, 2021.¹ The panel comprised very eminent and highly regarded speakers—Mr. S. N. Subrahmanyan, MD and CEO, Larsen and Toubro, Mr. Amit Chandra, Chairman India and MD, Bain Capital and Mr. M. Damodaran, Former SEBI Chairman and Founder, Excellence Enablers. This report provides a summary of the deliberations.

- **CSR - Before it was mandated:** In an environment in which corporates are perceived as focusing only on toplines and bottomlines, it is useful to remind ourselves of the concept of Corporate Citizenship. At the outset, it is necessary to recognise that some corporates have been contributing to social welfare and development long before the law mandated that a percentage of profits should be applied to CSR initiatives.

- **CSR - An affair of the heart:** The mandating of a minimum outlay, determined as a percentage of profits, for undertaking socially meaningful and relevant projects, is a unique Indian phenomenon. For the first time in corporate history, the Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules thereunder, mandated both the minimum spend as well as the areas/ activities which could be included in CSR. In doing so, they converted what was essentially an affair of the heart to a series of accounting entries. The journey of CSR started with a "comply or explain" (corex) approach, and it is today, an excessively prescriptive system with accompanying punitive measures.

- **Corporate citizenship - More than CSR:** Corporate citizenship is not to be seen through the lens of CSR alone. At the same time, while Covid-19 could be seen as a proximate trigger for conversations on this subject, corporate citizenship has

existed as a concept in pre-Covid times and will continue to remain relevant long after Covid has reduced its stranglehold on human activity.

- **Expectations from corporates:** In regard to what corporates do for society, it is not difficult to tell the men apart from the boys. There are clearly significant expectations that society as a stakeholder has from corporates, especially large corporates. And it is in attempting to measure up to these expectations, that corporates stand up and get counted as responsible citizens.

- **Climate and Social development:** Corporate citizenship translates into effective interventions in regard to a number of diverse matters such as climate, and several aspects of social development, that enhance the quality of life of the average person. In this background, it is imperative that corporates look beyond shareholders, and at the larger community of stakeholders. ESG, especially E and S, should not be lost sight of, having regard to the interest of future generations for whom we cannot leave behind a denuded planet.

- **Indian corporates - Good corporate citizens?** If CSR is seen as the be-all and end-all of corporate citizenship, it is useful to ask whether Indian corporates were bad citizens before 2014, when the new Act came into force. Clearly, the answer is negative. Employees, customers and others look at some companies differently because they are seen as conducting their business based on values, ethics and good corporate behaviour. The tone at the top, as manifested by exemplary leadership, determines the culture of organisations, and ensures that, generally, people act in the right manner because that is the only way they have seen work getting done. There are of course exceptions, but they do not take away from the fact that by and large, an organisation perceived as a good corporate citizen, transparently goes about its work, without resorting to shortcuts and expediency. Such corporates clearly are role models for others, especially, new corporate entities that are being set up.

- **Lopsided spending under CSR:** Directing good corporate citizenship through the instrumentality of CSR has resulted in lopsided spending in areas where such expenditure became easy, even if less impactful. Interventions were determined by ease of implementation, rather than by the requirement of the community. Also, there was a focus on spending money in places that were easier to access, leaving the more deserving remote areas starved of a legitimate share of CSR expenditure.

- **Spending by Government:** It is recognised that corporates, as responsible citizens, must play their part in the economic and social development of the country. However, this should not translate, as it seems to have done, to spending money mostly in activities that fall within the province of the Central and State Governments. Corporate conscience should not result in a gap filling exercise, doing more of what Governments are expected to do, and are perhaps doing. Corporate attention should be focussed on activities in the areas which Government does not normally get into. These could be the encouragement of innovative practices, the support to be provided for research activities, and helping to establish proof of concept where economic returns are not readily visible, and where the public sector is likely to be accused of infructuous expenditure.

- **Reimaging CSR:** Better technology adoption, leading to improved productivity, and better delivery, could be an area of focus for corporate citizens. If CSR is to be the reference point, it is time to reimagine CSR, and to make it more meaningful and relevant. Central to how we must look at corporate citizenship is
the following statement of Jamsetji Tata, made around 150 years ago: "In a free enterprise, the community is not just another stakeholder, but is in fact the very purpose of its existence."

- **Shared vision on CSR:** It is crystal clear that ethical behaviour should inform all business activity. The challenge is to get this message across the organisation so that everyone has a shared vision. It is easy to preach ethical behaviour, but with value systems that are under threat, spreading the message of good conduct is not an easy task. If persons at senior levels practice correct behaviour, and are seen as not being recipients of privileges, the younger persons in the workforce are likely to emulate them. Senior persons conducting themselves in the right manner, knowing that the gaze of the flock is upon them, constitute the most persuasive influences in spreading the message of ethical behaviour. It is not behaviour within the organisation, but also behaviour with outsiders such as vendors and contractors, that establishes the corporate as an entity that is decent, and not exploitative. While programmes can be conducted to share experiences and expectations, they will be less impactful than what younger elements can observe and absorb from the conduct of their seniors. This is, and will be, at the core of good corporate citizenship.

- **Volunteering by employees:** The recognition that the corporate has to contribute to society should also translate into employees volunteering to work for the community. Competitive pressures on one's time can, to a certain extent, reduce the possibility of such involvement. However, good corporates, not through fiat, but through example, should be in a position to nudge their employees to lend a helping hand to the less privileged sections of society.

- **Inadequate resources of Government:** Critics of CSR often pan the Government saying that it is trying to pass on its responsibility to the corporates. This is incorrect. Given that the country has a large population, with a revolution of rising expectations, the resources of the Government are never likely to be entirely adequate. Therefore, the supplementary, though important, role that corporates are called upon to perform, should not raise eyebrows. The corporate effort, through various initiatives, can never supplant, but only supplement, the efforts of the Government.

- **Behavioural aspects:** There are also behavioural aspects that corporate conduct can encourage. While no study has been done on this specific aspect, it is reasonable to presume that increased safety consciousness at the workplace, will, in some measure, impact on safety awareness outside the workplace.

- **Profit maximisation and Society:** The fact that profit maximisation is an important element of the mental makeup of the corporate cannot be wished away. Happily, the profit maximisation motive can be reconciled with higher involvement in the welfare of society, since it is growth that translates into profit, and also generates surpluses that can be applied for social benefits.
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